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Abstract 

In this paper we focus on presenting on supply and use tables and the approach in 

order to convert supply and use tables to input-output table and some comments 

on the assumption for converting from supply and use tables to input – output 

table. 
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1  Introduction 

Before time, the Make and Use matrixes were presented in the 1968 System of 

National Accounts (SNA) as intermediate step for compiling input-output table. 
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When 1993 System of National Accounts were established, the make and use 

matrixes moved to supply and use tables (S.U.T) and then input-output table 

seems to disappear. Actually, almost Asia countries still regard the input-output 

analysis as important tool for economic analysis. 

 In this paper we focus on presenting on supply and use tables and the 

approach in order to convert supply and use tables to input-output table and some 

comments on the assumption for converting from supply and use tables to input – 

output table. 

 

 

2  The supply and use tables 

Make matrix (Supply matrix): This matrix shows the domestic production of 

goods and services at basic value, the rows of this matrix present the different 

activities (industries), and  the columns  show the goods and services 

(commodities) produced by the respective industries. Reality most establishments 

also engage in secondary activities, so the make matrix reflects this situation as 

shown by the products of off-diagonal entries in addition to the principal products 

on the diagonal (in the case make matrix is square matrix). We call make matrix S 

- and we have: 

S*I = XA 

I*S = XC 

Where: I is identify vector, XA is vector domestic output by industry at basic price 

and XC is vector domestic output by commodity at basic price. 

Use matrix: This table shows intermediate input by column and intermediate 

demand by row. Follow the recommendation of SNA 1993, the goods of 

intermediate input (demand) are at purchase price, so that means row vectors of 

trade and transportation equal “zero". Call this matrix is U, we have: 
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U*I is intermediate demand vector and I*U is intermediate input vector (where I is 

identify vector). 

Value added matrix: This matrix shows factors of value added by row and that of 

industry by column. The factors of value added include: 

- Compensation of employees 

- Tax on production plus subsidies (excludes tax on products) 

- Depreciation 

- Operating Surplus 

Call this matrix is V: I’*V is value added vector by industry (I’ is identified vector 

with 4 elements). 

So:  

I’*U + I*V = S*I = XA 

Final demand matrix: This matrix shows component of final demand by column 

and commodity by row. The component of final demand includes: 

- Household consumption expenditure 

- Government consumption expenditure 

- Fixed capital formation 

- Changes in inventories 

- Export 

Call this matrix is Y and Y*I is vector of total final demand by commodity. So: 

U*I + Y*I = XCP 

Where: XCP is vector of gross output by commodity at purchase price, and 

XC + TD + TT + TP + M = XCP 

Where: TD is trade margin vector (by commodity);  

TT is transportation margin vector;  

TP is vector of tax on products and M is vector of imported. 
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Supply and use framework: 

 Activity Product   

Activity  S  XA 

Product U  Y XCP 

 Value added    

  TD   

  TT   

  TP   

  M   

 XA XCP   

 

 

3  Conversion of make and use matrixes to input-output table 

    In order to convert the make and use matrixes to input-output table the first step 

is convert the use matrix at purchase price to basic value, because the make matrix 

is basic value.  
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     There are two the assumption in order to convert from make and use matrixes 

to input-output table; these are the commodity technology and the industry 

technology. 

 

 

3.1.    The commodity technology assumption 

    The commodity technology assumption postulates that a commodity has the 

same input structure regardless of in which industry it is produced. 

We put: 

                                                  S’ = C*XA             (1) 

                                                  U = B*XA                                 (2) 

Where: S’ is transposed matrix of S; XA  is diagonal matrix with elements on 

diagonal are elements of vector XA; C is coefficient matrix of make matrix (S’) 

estimated by commodity technology assumption and B is coefficient matrix of use 

matrix 

Other hand we have:  

                                                 XC = B*XA  + Y                        (3)         

From (1) we can see:  

                                                    C*XA = XC            (4) 

So:   

                                                               XA = C-1*XC            (5) 

Due to XA *I = XA   and from (4) and (5) we have: 

                                                   XC = B*C-1*XC + Y 

and:  

                                                               XC = (I - B*C-1)-1*Y           (6) 

and:  

                                                               XA = (I-C-1.B)-1*C-1*Y          (7) 
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B*C-1 is direct input coefficient matrix (AC = B*C-1) with dimension is 

commodity by commodity. 

C-1.B is direct input coefficient matrix (AI = C-1.B) with dimension is industry by 

industry. 

We can rewrite as follow: 

                           
1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

* ( * ) *

( * ) * *

( )
( )

I C B I C B C

I B C B I B C
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X

X
                (8)     

In equation (8): A=C-1.B is intermediate input matrix with industry by industry 

type and A=B.C-1 is intermediate input matrix with product by product type. 

In this case some elements of matrix A appear small negative numbers. We put all 

of them equal “zero” after that use RAS method for balancing again. 

  

 

3.2.    The industry technology assumption 

    The industry technology assumption on the other hand, assumes that 

commodities produced by one industry are all produced with the same input 

structure. We put: 

                                                              S = D*XC             (9) 

Where: D is coefficient matrix of make matrix (S) calculated by industry 

technology assumption; XC  is diagonal matrix with elements on diagonal are 

elements of vector XC. 

Same approach with before part, we have: 
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1 1
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Where: B*D is direct input coefficient matrix by commodity by commodity; D*B 

is direct input coefficient matrix by industry by industry. 
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    Commodity technology assumption is better on economic meaning, but many 

countries dose not chose it for converting from supply and use tables to input-

output table, because when application the commodity technology assumption 

may lead to appear some negative number. The RAS method used for balancing 

again when putting “zero” replace negative number. 

    In the case make and use matrixes are non-square: The number of row of the 

supply and use tables of Vietnam compiled in 2007 differ from number of 

columns. These tables are difficulty for converting from make and use matrixes to 

the input-output table.   

    We recommend for the country want to use input – output table when compile 

S.U.T should set up the supply and use matrixes are square. 
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